In this study, 3D brain-computer interface (BCI) training platforms were used to stimulate the subjects for visual motion imagery and visual perception. We measured the activation brain region and alpha-band power activity when the subjects perceived and imagined the stimuli. Based on this, 4class were classified in visual stimuli session and visual motion imagery session respectively. The results showed that the occipital region is involved in visual perception and visual motion imagery, and alpha-band power is increased in visual motion imagery session and decreased in visual motion stimuli session. Compared with the performance of visual motion imagery and motor imagery, visual motion imagery has higher performance than motor imagery. The binary class was classified using one versus rest approach as well as analysis of brain activation to prove that visual-related brain wave signals are meaningful, and the results were significant.
I. INTRODUCTION
Brain-computer interface (BCI) is a technology that enables direct communication between the user's brain and a computer and control of devices to reflect the user's intentions [1] . Electroencephalography (EEG) equipment is widely used in BCI systems because it is non-invasive, and has high time resolution [2] .
The BCI system controls the device according to the user's intention [3] , [4] providing appropriate motor function for paralyzed patients. If the purpose of BCI is to control the device with user's intention [5] , steady state visually evoked potential (SSVEP) [6] , [7] , evoked related potentials (ERPs) [8] , and motor imagery (MI) [9] , [10] , [11] have used traditionally. However, these paradigms are difficult for users to intuitively accept. ERPs and SSVEP have an obvious limitation that brain signals should be generated through external stimuli and collected to identify user intentions. To compensate for these limitations, previous studies collected and analyzed brain signals that reflect user intentions using MI [12] . MI is an endogenous-based paradigm and users imagine muscle movement. Accordingly, the area near sensory motor of brain that is related to movement is activated and this area is analyzed in various methods. In fact, many users imagined MI tasks in wrong way, and even if they are familiar with a proper way to imagine MI tasks, it is difficult to imagine muscle movement. MI also requires a long training time to be used in real online environments. This causes fatigue to users and hinders them in accepting high-quality brain signals. While the degree of freedom is very limited when controlling a device using MI, this study suggests the possibility of controlling a variety of high-level movements.
Visual imagery allows users to control the device using internal imagination and allows for more intuitive imaginations than MI. Visual motion imagery can be classified based on analyzing the alpha wave areas. The intensity of alpha-band power varies when users are aware of visual stimuli and performing visual imaginations, which allows them to classify the two states [13] . The potential of visual motion imagery as a control strategy in comparison to motor imagery was explored by Neuper et al [14] . In a recent study, Koizumi et al. clarified differences in brain activity between imagery and perception [15] . Through this study, we have confirmed that perception and imagery are clearly distinct.
The purpose of this study is to compare the brain activation differences and activation regions between visual motion imagery and visual perception through EEG, and to classify each class in visual motion imagery. Many research groups have been investigated to control the arm prosthesis or the robotic arm based on BCI system. Meng et al. [16] have investigated the feasibility of control a robotic arm in threedimensional space using sensorimotor rhythm. However, the stimuli presented to users in previous studies were not threedimensional stimuli and the imagery task was not intuitive.
Therefore, this study presented visual stimuli in threedimensional space that users can intuitively accept and visual motion imagery as an intuitive imagination. We have hypothesized that provide more realistic stimuli to users results in better imaginations and can classify them. If the brain signals produced by visual imagery can be classified [17] as we have established a hypothesis, then users can control BCI-based robots such as robotic arms. Fig. 1 . 3D virtual BCI platform-based stimuli given to users in a perception session. Each stimulus is given to the user for five seconds and the movement is designed to have different meanings. The four above stimuli were shown only in the perception session, so that no aftereffect was left on the stimuli. The user first conducted a session on the stimulus (a) and then a session on the imagery (b). An auditory stimulus of less than 0.5 seconds was given at the beginning of the rest phase and visual stimuli phase. Auditory stimuli were given corresponding auditory stimuli for each class.
II. METHODS

A. Data Acquisition
Five subjects between the ages of 25 and 30 participated in the experiment. The subjects who participated in the experiments were nave BCI users. All participants were righthanded, and had normal vision and reported no medical or psychological disorders. We used BrainAmp amplifier and BrainVision Recorder for EEG data acquisition. EEG data were collected using 64 Ag/AgCl electrodes following 10-20 international system. The data were collected at 1,000 Hz only with 60 Hz notch filtering. The impedance of all electrodes were maintained below 10kΩ during the acquisitions. The protocols and environments were reviewed and approved by the Institutional Review Board at Korea University [1040548-KU-IRB-17-172-A-2].
B. Experimental paradigm
The visual stimulation paradigm was used as a guide to the visual motion imagery tasks. The video for visual stimulation was created using Unity3d and Blender (Blender 3D Engine: www.blender.org). Each video for stimulation consisted of eating food, pouring water, picking up a phone, and opening doors as illustrated in Fig. 1 . The data of each session was controlled by MATLAB (Math-Works) using the Psychtoolbox (Psychtoolbox-3 distribution; http://www.psychtoolbox.org) [18] . The experiment consists of two sessions, a visual perception session, and a visual motion imagery session that take place on the same day (Fig. 2 ). In the visual stimuli session, the subject was stimulated for 5 seconds using each stimulation video. In an imagery session proceeded after a stimulation session, only a black screen is presented to the subject to minimize the side effects of visual stimulation. In visual motion imagery session, all subjects imagined each class according to the auditory cue of each class. In each session, the number of trials per class is 50. The subjects were instructed to minimize eye flickering and body movement during each session. The experiment was conducted in a dark environment so that the subjects could concentrate on perception and imagination, and the distance between the monitor and the subject's face was maintained at about 60 cm.
C. Data Analysis
The data analysis was performed offline using BBCI toolbox and the EEGLAB toolbox (version 14.1.2b). To performance evaluation of visual motion stimuli and visual motion imagery, we used filtered EEG signals. Raw EEG signals filtered from 8 to 13 Hz with band-pass filter. The features of EEG signals should be extracted with common spatial pattern (CSP) [19] . Alpha band power was used in previous studies on visual motion imagery classification [20] . Thus, alpha band energy was extracted and filtered by CSP. To classify the visual motion stimuli and the visual motion imagery, we used the regularized linear discriminant (RLDA) as a classifier [21] .
EEG signals were band-pass filtered in [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] Hz, using a third order Butterworth filter for analyzing alpha-band power activity based on spatial information. Using BBCI toolbox, topographies of pre-processed data were visualized. We analyzed the spatial information of the visual stimuli data and visual motion imagery data in four time zones: (0∼1,000) ms, (1,000∼2,000) ms, (2,000∼3,000) ms, and (3,000∼4,000) ms.
In order to understand the variance of alpha-band power, we performed channel time-frequency of the imagery and stimulation data. Variation of spectral power according to the event-related changes at each time during the trials, and at each frequency, was analyzed using the event-related spectral perturbation (ERSP) method [22] . ERSP analyses were performed for frequencies ranging from 3 to 50 Hz for all channels, using 200 time points. The baseline for calculating ERSP taken from the last 500 ms of the rest phase before imagery or stimuli phase. To control BCI applications successfully, such as robotic arm control, we have attempted to classify [23] four imagery classes using a reduced number of channels and features. For analysis, we removed the effects of auditory stimuli before using the data. Since the auditory cue was given to the subjects during the visual motion imagery session, the initial 0.5 s was excluded after the auditory cue and a 0.5 to 4 s segment of the data was used for the analysis.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
A. Neurophysiology Analysis Fig. 3 showed the visualization of the alpha-band power activity of each channel as spatial information. For the occipital channels' cluster, we found a significant main effect for the alpha-band power during visual motion imagery and visual perception session. The alpha-band power increase significantly during visual motion imagery session and decreased during visual perception session. When divided into 1,000ms intervals, the alpha-band power increased more clearly over time in the imagery session, and in the case of a perception session, the alpha-power band decreased regardless of time. This means that a characteristic brain signal was showed near the occipital region after a certain period of time after the onset of imagination and, in the case of perception, a characteristic brain signal was initiated directly from the occipital lobe because no preparatory step is required. Fig. 4 showed the ERSP of alpha-band power activity in visual motion imagery session using channel Oz. The graph on the left side of Fig. 4 showed the power distribution over the entire frequency range of the trial averaged data. The power increased in the alpha band, which means that characteristic brain signals evoked at frequencies related to visual imagery [13] , [15] . This result is consistent with the result that alpha band power increases in the occipital lobe over time when visual related imagery derived through Fig. 3 . Table I showed a comparison of the classification accuracies of visual related brain signals and motor related brain signals. The performance of visual motion imagery was 33.03%, and the result was over 25% chance level in four classes. The reason for the low visual motion imagery performance of sub4 is that user does not receive proper instruction, not a BCI illiteracy problem. This is because the performance for the visual perception of sub4 is much higher than that of other users, which means that it is possible to classify through visual-related brain waves. The results showed better performance than the motor imagery, which is commonly used in BCI-based control technologies such as robotic arms. We suggest the possibility of being used as an alternative application for BCI-based device control. Indeed, in a recent study, K. Koizumi and colleagues controlled drone through visual motion imagery in three-dimensional space and yielded meaningful results [9] . We suggest that through visual motion imagery, which is more intuitive than other paradigms, patients with disabilities can access BCI-based device control more easily. Table II showed the performance comparisons to prove that subjects are imagining correctly in the visual imagery phase through one versus rest approach. Binary classification performances based on each class are 79.62%, 81.36%, 80.16%, and 81.42%, and it is an acceptable result. In one versus rest approach, there is little performance difference between classes, which means that the behavior or shape expressed in the class does not significantly affect classification. This can be inferred that an increase in the number of classes does not cause confusion among classes due to the confusion of visual motion. But as Table I shows, performance decreases as the number of classes increases. This is a critical problem when classifying multiple classes as machine learning in BCI domain. We expect to solve this problem using deep learning methods, and if the prediction is correct, we can increase the number of classes. This means that paralyzed patients can control BCI-based devices to suit their intentions.
B. Performance Evaluation
IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this study, brain signals related to visual perception and visual motion imagery were analyzed by brain region and frequency. And we classified visual related imagery using 3D BCI training platform. As a result, performance exceeded the chance level for all classes. In addition, visual motion imagery brings out a better performance than motor imagery and proves that a solid visual imagination is possible through a one versus rest approach. However, for application, the performance of visual motion imagery (33.03% based on four classes in this study) is still low. We can present the possibility that there is a deep learning architecture suitable for classification rather than machine learning for EEG classification, and it can improve future performance.
In Fig. 4 , we can see a similar aspect to event-related desynchronization (ERD) and event-related synchronization (ERS) in motor imagery. We are going to analyze neurophysiological analysis of what this means in visual imagery.
After questioning the inconvenience to the subjects about the experiment, the paradigm proposed in this study had the problem that each class's memory becomes blurred over time in the visual motion imagery session. Each session has 50 trials per class, and subjects should perform a total of 200 trials in one session. Thus, in the visual motion imagery session where no visual stimulus is given, the memory of the stimuli seen in the previous visual perception session is dimmed. Also, the paradigm divided into both different sessions can give fatigue and pressure to subjects, so we should develop a more concise and effective paradigm consisting of sessions made by stimuli and imagery. A comfortable environment can be created, which can improve the performance by acquiring good brain signals.
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